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General:   Defendant Delaware corporations are not subject to personal jurisdiction in Illinois 
patent infringement suit, even though defendants maintain “hybrid” websites that 
allow exchange of information between users and the companies, because the 
websites do not reach the level of interactivity required to establish personal 
jurisdiction.   
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I. Facts 
 

NeoMedia Technologies is a Delaware corporation that provides electronic services that allow 
information concerning physical objects, such as documents, to be accessed via the Internet by 
scanning bar codes located on the physical objects.  This bar code scanning process is the subject 
of four patents held by NeoMedia.  In January 2004, NeoMedia filed a complaint in the United 
States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois alleging that AirClic Inc. and Scanbuy 
Inc. had infringed these patents.   
 
AirClic and Scanbuy are both Delaware corporations, neither of which has its principal place of 
business in Illinois.  In arguing that the district court had jurisdiction in this case, NeoMedia 
alleged that AirClic and Scanbuy were registered to transact business in Illinois, that these 
corporations had conducted business in the Northern District of Illinois, and that each corporation 
had committed patent infringement within the district.  The court, however, after reviewing 
affidavits submitted by AirClic and Scanbuy, pointedly noted that many of NeoMedia’s 
jurisdictional assertions appeared to be false.  Particularly, the court remarked that neither AirClic 
nor Scanbuy were licensed or registered in Illinois, and that neither company had any offices, 
customers, facilities, or assets in Illinois.  Further, the court also noted that AirClic and Scanbuy 
had not sold any products to Illinois customers, had not solicited business in Illinois, and had not 
conducted commercial activities in the state.  Additionally, NeoMedia could not point to a single 
act of infringement within Illinois by either defendant.     
 
Though the district court refuted many of the jurisdictional assertions made in NeoMedia’s 
complaint, the court did acknowledge that AirClic and Scanbuy did have some connections to 
Illinois.  Both corporations had websites that allowed users to submit contact information and later 
receive information about products and services offered by the companies.  Scanbuy’s website 
also contained a hyperlink to a company that allegedly sold an infringing product to an Illinois 
resident and, at the time the suit was filed, listed that a Scanbuy vice president was based in 
Illinois.  AirClic had strategic partnerships with Illinois corporations, had attended trade shows in 
Chicago, and had an employee living in Illinois.  On the basis of these limited contacts, AirClic 
and Scanbuy motioned for dismissal for lack of personal jurisdiction.         

 
II. Issues 
 

A. Were AirClic’s contacts with Illinois sufficient for the district court to exert personal 
jurisdiction over AirClic?  
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B. Were Scanbuy’s contacts with Illinois sufficient to permit the district court to exercise 
personal jurisdiction over Scanbuy?  

 
 
III. Discussion 
 

A. No.  Like many district courts, those in the Northern District of Illinois apply a sliding scale 
approach to commercial internet activity in the state.  At one end of the scale is “active” 
websites, such as Amazon.com or Netflix.com, in which the company clearly conducts 
business online through its website.  Because these “active” websites are used to actively 
conduct business, most courts, including those in the Northern District of Illinois, will 
exercise personal jurisdiction over the companies who operate such websites.  At the other 
end of the spectrum is “passive” websites that merely convey information and do not allow 
any interaction by the visitor.  These sites are generally insufficient to confer personal 
jurisdiction over a non-resident defendant to a court.  The middle ground of the scale is 
occupied by “hybrid” websites, those which facilitate communication between the company 
and user but do not provide a mechanism for the online transaction of business.  In these 
cases, the exercise of personal jurisdiction is determined by analyzing the amount of 
interactivity the website permits and the commercial nature of any information that is 
exchanged by the user and the company on the website.  In addition, the court noted that 
other, non-website factors could weigh in favor of or against the exercise of personal 
jurisdiction on the basis of a “hybrid” website.  Not surprisingly, the parties stipulated that 
AirClic’s website fell into this “hybrid” category. 

 
 The court noted that AirClic’s website was not specifically targeted at Illinois residents and 

merely allowed a user to submit contact information so that AirClic could contact them with 
more information in the future.  The district court held that this level of interactivity was 
insufficient to support the exercise of personal jurisdiction on the basis of the website alone.  
Further, the court found that AirClic’s attendance at a trade show in Chicago and having an 
Illinois resident as an employee did not give the court jurisdiction over AirClic.  The court 
also considered AirClic’s “strategic partnerships” and relationships with Illinois companies 
such as Motorola, Ericsson, and Nextel, but concluded that a foreign company doing business 
with a company that does business in the forum is not enough to exercise personal jurisdiction 
over the foreign company.  Consequently, in view of AirClic’s minimal contacts with Illinois, 
the court granted AirClic’s motion for dismissal.          

  
 

B. No.  The parties stipulated that Scanbuy’s website also fell into the “hybrid” category.  
Similar to its analysis with respect to AirClic’s website, the court held that the Scanbuy 
“hybrid” website did not provide the level of interactivity necessary to exert jurisdiction over 
Scanbuy.  The court also noted that having a website, such as Scanbuy’s, containing 
hyperlinks to sites that directly sell infringing products is not enough, by itself, to subject a 
company to personal jurisdiction.  The court distinguished Scanbuy’s website from a “portal” 
website that offers a greater range of interactivity and makes money from advertising 
revenues.  The court also noted NeoMedia’s failure to show a direct financial relationship 
between Scanbuy and the allegedly infringing activity and, thus, its failure to show a 
“constitutionally cognizable contact” between Scanbuy and Illinois.  Also, similar to the 
discussion regarding AirClic above, the court held that neither the presence of a Scanbuy 
employee in Illinois nor the existence of  “strategic partnerships” with Illinois companies 
were sufficient to confer personal jurisdiction over Scanbuy to the district court.  For these 
reasons, the court also granted Scanbuy’s motion to dismiss the infringement suit.           
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IV. Conclusion 
  

Following a recent trend in modern e-commerce jurisprudence, the district court refused to 
exercise personal jurisdiction over the non-resident corporations who merely maintained a “hybrid” website 
accessible by residents of the forum but did not actively engage in online commercial activity with the 
residents.    
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